
Space technologies for a greener Earth
Open-source, open-data, collaborative



A shared experience
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« I don’t know much »
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Chemistry?

Physic?

Biology?



And it’s perfectly normal
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My free time

Time needed to 
know 0,1 %

Centuries of knowledge, years of studies



What if experts were in our pockets?
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Our tool 2.0 : Vana
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View from above

Our main target : area with very low biodiversity

 Before 



Our tool 2.0 : Vana
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CO2

View from above

Local 
resources

 After 



How will it works?
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Coordinates & surface* Satellites & other data

1. Get data for specific coordinates

*information send by client through the application 8



- Exposure
- Temperature
- Air moisture
- Rainfall
- Wind direction
- Wind strength
- Existing species
- Soil moisture
- Soil texture

Local parameters

2. Translate them to useful parameters
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Satellites & other data



Adapted & non-invasive species

3. Identify adapted species

Local parameters

- Exposure
- Temperature
- Air moisture
- Rainfall
- Wind direction
- Wind strength
- Existing species
- Soil moisture
- Soil texture
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Optimized configurations

4. Associate those species

Adapted & optimized architecture

Adapted & non-invasive species
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Adapted & optimized architecture

&

5. Send result to client

Associated dataConfigurationsOptimized configurations
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To estimate produced 

resources through time



6. Propose solutions to make it real
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Turnkey solution Contacts (local network) Tutorials



Our objective
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1. Develop Vana v1.0
In less than 2 years
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Centralize data available 
for specific coordinates

Centralize data related 
to plants species

Modelize results



2. Test & validate Vana
In less than 3 years

Vana Principia field for validation testing

Field #1 : « Céleste »
48.396591, 4.507757

Correlate satellite data with terrestrial ones

Create a first network of early adopters / testers
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3. Give access to Vana to everybody

Minimize human intervention

Ease the contribution of 
the greatest number

A working solution at any scale

Maximize diversity & 
produced resources
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4. Create a network of local products

Ease the access to locally produced resources 
(seeds, young plants, fruits, vegetables...)

Sell young plant B

Buy seeds A

Buy fruit C

Sell seeds A

Sell vegetable D
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5. Generate positive side effects

Reduce transports

Ease diversified agriculture

Help pollinators Recreate social connections

Improve diet and health

Raise awareness on ecosystems
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What if I have no field nor garden?
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Vana Principia terrarium kit

Design for indoor prototyping

Generate an urban network 
of micro producers

Kit containing local seeds & soil

Increase the number of local nurserymen
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Easily moved to local outdoor 
environment



A viable company?
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Individual & communitiesPrivate sector

People wanting to learn
- satellites data usage
- horticulture, agroforestry
- software development & agility

NGO & public sector

Managers of
- farms
- forests
- parks

Numerous potential clients

Companies with 
CSR or land 
rehabilitation 

programs
Seeds suppliers, 

nurserymen

« For the future! »

Gardeners, 
landscapers
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① Crowdfunding (kick-start & events)

② Contribution to access Vana Principia network & Vana

③ Margin on installation cost for turnkey solution

④ Advertising for local partners (nurserymen, gardeners, etc.)

⑤ Private & public financing (blue-green infrastructure, etc.)

⑥ Selling our expertise (training)

Numerous possible financing
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Low-resources prototyping

Software development Use of satellite data

Ecosystem needs & interactions Climatology Soil, air & water pollution

Sustainable finance Agile management

Data science & AI

Empowering on key topics
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Another gadget?
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Not a gadget, a tool we need
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Without Vana

One field
At least one expert to define local environment

At least one expert to define adapted species

At least one expert to create the best configurations

One expert = weeks of resources + errors due to complexity and lack of data

To restore and increase a field diversity = 3x expert = 3x (weeks of resources + errors)

ex. for 1000 fields : 3000x expert = 3000x (weeks of resources + errors)

Few data regarding other fields

Restoring and increasing a field diversity
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With Vana

Vana

To restore and increase a field diversity = 1x Vana = 1x (minutes of computing)

Vana = minutes of computing + corrections thanks to other fields data

ex. for 1000 fields = 1000x Vana = 1000x (minutes of computing)

Restoring and increasing a field diversity
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1. Easier

2. Faster

3. Cheaper

4. More accurate

5. Less resources needed

One field



Thank you
(first contact : contact@vanaprincipia.com)
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